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from Chairman - Uganda Cricket Association

BASHIR 'BADU' ANSASIIRA

2

019 was a big year for Uganda

The works should commence in the 1st

Cricket Association, my team

quarter of 2020 and by the end of the

and I were given a second

year we shall have four standard

mandate to run the affairs of Uganda.
The election itself was competitive
that shows the quality of people we
have within the fraternity to lead the
association.
In my final term at the helm of Uganda
Cricket my focus is on consolidating
the gains we have made in the past two
years.
In 2019 our focus on having a vibrant
secretariat that can move the
association forward with minimal
board input. To improve on our
accountability, we tasked our auditors
to carry out a half year audit as well as
end of year audit. This we felt would
reduce on the amount of work at the
end the year and also make us more
accountable to the fraternity.
This year we partnered with Victoria
University who offered up to 15
scholarships for our men and women
students to gain university education.
Their support extends to our national
team that will benefit from their sports
research services by the University to
help improve our performance in
international competitions.
We finally made headway with our
cricket oval at Jinja SSS, am proud to
say we signed an MOU with Jinja SSS
who allowed us to develop the Jinja
ground into a standard grass wicket.
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cricket grounds.
On the field of play we missed out on
the U19 World and Women's Global
qualifier but the cricket Cranes made
all of us proud in Oman.
The success in Oman comes on the
back drop of us hosting the second
round of the Cricket World Cup
Challenge League B in July this year.
We hope to make our demanding fans
proud on home soil come July.
I was invited by our partners in India
Sanjay Farm for a visit that was to
strengthen our relationship with
Sanjay Farm. Am glad that they will
continue to support our development
programs by offering our youngsters
training opportunities at their world
class academy.
While in Oman with Sanjay Farm we
were able to meet his Kanak G.Khimji
Founder of Oman Cricket and
Madhursinh Jesrani Hon Secretary of
Oman Cricket who are impressed with
our progress as a nation. They also
promised to always give us support
where need be even if they are now
miles ahead of us in ICC rankings.
As I enter my final year as Chairman of
Uganda Cricket we are going to
continue to grow the game, make it
popular in places out of Kampala and

also leave structures for those coming

We shall continue to engage with

after us. Our CEO Martin Ondeko has

government for support through NCS

the full support from the board to

as well as our major partner the ICC.

effect the necessary changes needed

We are an open organization and if

for us to progress. Our commercial

anyone wants to engage with us they

partners Commercial Value Group

are very welcome.

(CVG) have done a tremendous job in

Let's grow the game together in 2020

promoting the game and we know for

and we wish all our stake holders a

us to be a top sport in the country we

great year ahead.

need to be visible.
Bashir 'Badu' Ansasiira
We look forward to a big 2020 year
where we get an opportunity to host
another major event.
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Chairman, Uganda Cricket Association

Victorious 2019
by CEO - Uganda Cricket Association

MARTIN ONDEKO

T

he year kicked off with the

Mumbai, India, Touring Kaduna State

Annual General Meeting

cricket team, visiting Ismail

where a tie was experienced

Community - with IPL players, Tour to

for the first time ever at the elective
assembly. The tie was broken at the
re-run and also gave birth to the
Constitutional Review Process. The
exercise was not finished by end of
year - Aluta continua!
There was excitement about the path
to the Women T20 World Cup as our
She Cranes went to defend the African
Crown at Zimbabwe. Our hope were
faltered when we did not perform
well. The women's team was also
edged off the cup by Tanzania in the
annual Kwibuka Peace T20I
tournament in-spite of scoring the
highest T20 score. Further in the the
Victoria series, Zimbabwe dominated
spoils I the Kampala hosted
tournament. Tough year for Women
Cricket. The Cranes had a superior
tactical nous, team work and articulate
organisation abilities that saw our
gallant boys soar high at the inaugural
International Cricket Council Men's
Cricket World Cup Challenge League B
2019 at Muscat, Oman. Two very key
pointers to note - the shaken monkey
off Uganda's back with a sweet victory
over Kenya & the 5 wins out of 5 games
- the first of its kind at ICC event.
Great results from good preparations specially Tournament balls were
purchased, build up games in Tour to
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Takashinga in Zimbabwe and a more
motivated backroom staff. Victory had
to culminate the year with great hopes
of building on the successes of 2019 in
2020. The rejuvenation of U19 Girls'
cricket had been planned for
December, unfortunately, due to
inclement of weather and distractions
at the various grounds the U19 Africa
Tournament had to be postponed to
January 2020. On the local scene we
had the Afripower Engineering 6-aside
tournament for the Women. The Six-aSide Tournament that saw Soroti
Challengers emerging winners.
The Women's UCA league ended with
Aziz Damani winning both tiers one
and two. While the men's tier 3 was
won by Aziz Damani, tier 2 was taken
by Ceylon Lions and and the on-going
UCA Men's Division 1 National League
is slated to end in January 2020. While
Jinja also hosted the T20 Christmas
Cup, the sixes T20 Challenge and the
Easter T20 Cup for men. A total of
twenty-five U19 Girls were hosted at a
High Performance Camp at Lugogo &
Kyambogo. The boys too had a High
Performance Camp with players
drafted in from the Schools Cricket
Week.

Development had massive

We successfully run the Umpires'

participation events in Moroto,

course in Jinja and Kampala. While the

Kinyara, Rukiga and Kasese. While the

scorers course was done at Jinja

usual mini cricket Development

covering both online and book aspects.

programme continued with over 150

As we wind up the 2019 season,

participating schools. Great talent was

January 2020 is rolling off with the

identified in the regions that ran

unfinished business – U19 Girls and

the U15 Tennis ball Tournaments -

finishing of UCA Div 1 Men’s 50 over

Kasese and Soroti. While schools also

League.

got more involved with inter class
and/or intercourse competitions.

January will also see the Annual
General Meeting that is slated for 25th

TALKING SCHOOLS CRICKET

January 2020, the Abagurusi Games,
Mwiri Wembley Cricket and the kicking

Mwiri dominated in the much

off the 2020 Season.

improved quality and number of

We thank all the volunteers, partners

participating schools (14) of the

and members of the fourth estate that

converted Boys Schools' Cricket Week.

have walked with us through the year.

The Girls version was won by up

Looking forward to Happy &

country queens-Olila High School. We

Prosperous New Year.

also able to run the First Aid Course at
Kampala and Masindi with a total of

Martin Ondeko

100 participants. While we had new

Chief Executive Officer, Uganda

cricket hubs in Gulu, Lira and Masindi

Cricket Association.

with massive participants in coaching.
Further to Cricket Education, we had
High Performance Coaching Course at
Lugogo, Introductory coaching courses
in Kasese, Masindi, Jinja and Kampala.
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Once Beaten Twice Shy - Cricket
Cranes Redemption in Oman

T

he 1st round of the Cricket

Shahzad Kamal Ukani finally found

World Cup Challenge League

time out of his busy work schedule to

B was supposed to be held in

be with the team.

Hong Kong but the political tension in
the Asian nation, the ICC was forced to
move the event to Oman at the last
minute. The Cricket Cranes last visit to
Oman for the Div 3 WCL didn’t go so
well with the team losing four of their
five games finishing bottom of the
group.
The manner of the defeats was also a
concern especially the final game
against Oman where the team was
skittled out for 58. Debutant Ronak
Patel at the top of the order had a
torrid time in the desert and only
Arnold Otwani showed some steel. A
year later the team was back in the
desert and this time with a new man at
the helm in Brian Masaba while
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An opening 25 run win over Jersey was
followed up by a derby win over Kenya,
the 1st time Uganda was defeating
Kenya in an ICC event. For some
players like Frank Nsubuga the joy was
profound since they had to wait for so
long to enjoy success against Kenya.
With two wins in two the cricket
cranes then defeated the Islanders of
Bermuda by seven wickets before
picking up a 38 run win over Italy and
a six wicket win over favorites Hong
Kong. The perfect slam for the cricket
cranes who won five out five to lodge
themselves on top of the Challenge
League B table.

The difference between 2018 and
2019 was clearly our batting, for a
while our bowling always stood out
for the team but on the flat Oman
pitches there was little for our
bowlers. However, our batting led
by Shahzad Kamal, Ronak Patel and
Dinesh Nakrani who were all among
the top 5 run getters of the
tournament. In situations where our
backs against the wall heroes came
to the fore, Brian Masaba (22)
against Kenya turned the game in
our favour and stand in captain
Arnold Otwani scored a match
winning half century in the game
against Hong Kong.
A clear growth in the mental
preparation of the team besides all

new ball as he did no damage to his own reputation

the physical preparation, duke balls

when given a chance. In the two games he played he

had been a problem in 2018 but once

showed maturity beyond his years bowling very

the boys got used to them in trial

economical spells.

games and on the tour to Zimbabwe

With the second round scheduled to be in Kampala

there were few excuses in the

this year in July, the wind is with the Cricket Cranes

camp.Debutant Richard Agamire

sail as they look towards qualifying for the second

showed that we have depth in the

round of the 2023 World Cup.
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THE NEW LEADER FOR
THE CRICKET CRANES

I

BRIAN

MASABA

n high school Brian Masaba was a

goal keeper, however his height was
just only good for high school

football and if it was not for an Old Boy
Benjamin Mukasa he would never have played
cricket.
A bowling all-rounder blessed with amazing
ability to swing the ball and also deliver some
nasty blows down the order. In 2015 as a
newbie he was handed the captaincy after
Davis Karashani surprise retirement created
a vacuum.
The job demanded a lot from someone trying
to find his own craft, Uganda famously lost
to Ghana at the T20 qualifiers in South Africa
despite being 70/1 in the same game chasing
a paltry 80. Brian’s 1st reign didn’t last
beyond that tournament and that includes
most of the team he led. Four years on Brian
Masaba is a batsman who can bowl some
leggies if they are required, a more
accomplished player at the top of the order
for his club side Aziz Damani and now an

assured starter for the cricket cranes. His
name is 1st to the team list before the other
10 follow an assurance for a player who has
earned everything through hard work. For his
kind of talent nothing comes easy, you have
to earn everything. Brian worked so hard on
his leg spin while putting equally the same
amount of time with his batting.
His match winning 22 against Kenya in Oman
when the game seemed to be slipping away
from the Cricket Cranes is a sign of how
much Brian has grown both in skill and
mentally.
A man blessed with many talents his witty
and dry jokes keep him grounded and also
one of the boys. Not an enforcer like Davis
Karashani or the man to lead from the front
like Roger Mukasa his predecessors, Brian
Masaba will lead his way and that is what will
ensure that his second spell in charge is a
successful one. Five wins in Oman is not a
bad way to start!
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Proscovia

ALAKO

Proscovia Alako was voted Player of the Match in the record encounter against Mali at
the Kwibuka Peace Tournament in Kigali, Rwanda. She also notched up a century of her
own scoring 116 off 71 balls.
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OPENER PROSCOVIA ALAKO AND CAPTAIN
MUSAMALI BOTH HIT CENTURIES FOR
UGANDA, THE FIRST TIME TWO
CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIT IN THE SAME
INNINGS OF A WOMEN'S TWENTY20
INTERNATIONAL. ALAKO MADE 116 OFF 71
(15 BOUNDARIES), AND WAS RUN OUT OFF
THE PENULTIMATE DELIVERY OF THE
INNINGS. MUSAMALI STAYED NOT OUT
ON 103 OFF 61 (15 BOUNDARIES), HAVING
SHARED A 227-RUN STAND WITH ALAKO
FOR THE SECOND WICKET OFF 14.1
OVERS. THE UMPIRES OF THE DAY
DESERVEDLY ADJUDGING ALAKO AS THE
PLAYER OF THE MATCH

Ugandan Girls
Set Records at
5th Edition of
Kwibuka
Peace
Tournament
Despite playing second fiddle to
eventual winners Tanzania at the
5th edition of the Kwibuka Peace
tournament held in Kigali
Rwanda, the young lady cricket
cranes squad was able to leave a
mark at the annual tournament.
Mali who were participating at
the annual event for the 1st time
got a baptism of fire from the
young Uganda squad who wrote
six records in a single match.
Team Captain Rita Musamali
carried her bat in a century knock
of 103 off 61 balls while Proscovia
Alako also notched up a century
of her own scoring 116 off 71 balls.
The team total of 314 in 20 overs
was a record score for any

innings in women’s T20 internationals.

RECORDS BROKEN IN THE MATCH:
Highest total in women’s T20Is, beating England
women’s 250 for 3 against South Africa women
exactly a year ago.
The 227-run stand between Musamali and Alako is
the highest for any wicket in women’s T20Is. The
previous best was 182 put on by Suzie Bates and
Sophie Devine against South Africa women,
exactly a year ago. [South Africa women played
two T20Is on the same day in Taunton on June 20,
2018]
The margin of victory (304 runs) is the highest
ever by a distance. The previous best in women’s
T20Is was when UAE women beat China women by
189 runs in January.
Mali have the three lowest totals in women’s
T20Is, having incredibly achieved those on three
consecutive days. The 61 extras Mali gave up are
the third most in women’s T20Is.
The 82 runs Oumou Sow conceded are the most
ever for Women’s T20Is. The most ever conceded
in men’s cricket is 81 (in four overs) by Sarmad
Anwar in a domestic match in Pakistan.
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Soroti Cricket Academy hosted the 2nd
Edition of the SCA carnival
The carnival was a charity
event that was held to help
raise funds for SCA programs
in the forthcoming year.
5 mens and ladies sides took
part in the carnival
showcasing the talent that the
Academy has worked with
since its inception with a view
of spreading and creating
awareness to the people in
Soroti.
A host of Kampala-based
players; Calvin Watuwa, Jimmy
Atuhairwe, Naomi Kayondo,
Claire Mushakamba, Damalie
Businge and Lady Cricket
Cranes captain Kevin Awino
wowed the fans with their
soft-on-the-eye skills.
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SCORES
Boys final
Aloet Warriors 52/4
Nakatunya Titans 53/4
Nakatunya Titans won by 2
wickets
Girls final
Kamuda Riders 40/1
Senior Quarters Lions
32/4
Kamuda Riders won by 8
runs
2018 Champions
Boys: Aloet Warriors
Girls: Nakatunya Titans

This years Event was a special
as the Academy was toasting
to 5 years of building dreams.
Miss Tourism Uganda first
runner-up Prossy Agwang and
the current Miss Tourism Teso
2019/2020 Kelsy Amaikori
graced the event and helped
raise the profile of the annual
event.
The guests were entertained
by Dj. Alza, Dj. Nyowe D.J
Andre, Dj. Don Mericon from
Kampala and Dj. Zilo Dee from
Soroti.

The Curious Case of

ROGER MUKASA
by ACRAM JUUKO

T

@aqramist

he issue of when to retire from

Roger Mukasa's career lately has been

sport is a question that most

painful to watch, especially since he brings

sportsmen face at the fag end of

with him the potential for so much batting

their career. Human nature being

glory. In an industry forever pining away

what it is, it is natural that most

for the next big thing, a potential star's

sportsmen tend to prolong their careers,

near-complete breakdown in the game

especially with the remuneration available

warrants scrutiny.

today.
Roger has been one of Uganda’s all-time
However, most sportsmen carry on longer

great all-rounder in the shorter formats of

than they should and face the ignominy of

the game. However, like all good things

being dropped from their teams. It is

come to an end, Uganda need to make a

unfair to attribute the blame solely on the

decision about his current form

player himself. After all, that is what a
player has been doing for the most part of

Roger is currently 30 and will be 31 at the

his life.

time of the next challenge cup in Uganda.
Even Kenneth Kamyuka played his last

Cricket, as most cricket watchers know,

game for Uganda at the age of 30

tends to instead reveal it, sometimes
disconcertingly so. The best players go

However, he had a great technique to fall

through at least one phase in their careers

back upon whereas Roger relies on hand-

when this truth hits them like Aziz

eye coordination. He is more of a 'See ball

Damani's all-rounder.

hit ball' kind of player and his recent
performances don't speak highly of him.
Since his debut on Aug 17, 2009, against
Bermuda till the final game of the ICC
challenge league B first round, rogers has
played 72 internationally recognized games
and scored 1908 runs at a batting average
of 19.55 and taken 22 wickets at a bowling
average of 33.36 with an economy rate of
4.96
At his pomp, roger was a great fielder and
was like a live wire on the field. Nowadays,
he seems to have lost his spark and looks
pretty lethargic on the field.
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Even with his bowling, he has fallen in the

The constant 50-plus scores in national

pecking order.

domestic league are impressive but he has
had constant problems against either the

Roger's problems offer a unique peek into

incoming ball or the short one. He was out

the challenges of the talented modern era

bowled or LBW in nine consecutive innings

batsman forced to seek success in all three

at one point.

formats. The endless adjustment and
alteration of one's technique and mindset

Sometimes the game can reveal hubris.

can often wreak havoc, stripping away the

And other times it will show the mirror on

fundamentals of one's game.

timidity, cunning or even confusion.

This is what we saw in the game against

Right now for Rogers, there is no time for

Italy, roger plodded to 19 off 46 balls (his

squeamishness or confusion. He must now

best score in the tournament), exhibiting

rebuild his reputation in the limited-overs

an unhinged technique in which bat would

whenever given an opportunity. he needs

meet the ball, only for the bat to pull

to trust his own game in the shorter

instantly pull away, as if the batsman was

formats. Strangely enough, Zephania may

seeking to erase a nonexistent mistake.

be the one to show him how it is done.

Remember that he started out as the teams
2nd most experienced player.
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for Busoga College Mwiri, Butiki and Makerere

18 TITLES

College's Return to Cricket Week

Defending champions Busoga College
Mwiri, chasing the 18th crown, were
placed in a relatively easy Group A
alongside nine-time winners Kololo SSS
and last year's semifinalists Nyakasura
School. Group B was surely the group of
death with three favorites placed therein
St Johns Kauga alongside Jinja SSS and
Mukono Parents.
Mwiri and Nyakasura made it out of Group
A as number one and two respectively with
the former unbeaten while St Johns Kauga
and Mukono Parents survived the group of
death, St Johns Kauga unbeaten as well.
The 2019 Boys Schools Cricket Week
edition brought back the good times of
school’s cricket for those that enjoy the
tradition of cricket week. For the 1st time
the tournament featured 14 schools from
the usual 12. The tournament was hosted
by Makerere College School who also got a
wild card into the tournament as hosts.
Another traditional giant Kiira College
Butiko also made a return to the
tournament after a long time away.
Runs Galore
A total of 8060 runs were scored in the
tournament, a record eight centuries and
24 half-centuries were also scored during
the tournament. The 2019 edition was
brutal on bowlers as 805 boundaries and
192 maximums were scored in the run
feast.
Makerere College School were on the
biggest receiving end of this run feast as
they gave away 342 runs against Busoga
College Mwiri in a record opening stand
between Mwiri Captain Ronald Opio and
Hassan Mpanuka.
With the exception for the first day when
the rain-delayed a few games, the rain
stayed away for most of the tournament.
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The semifinal lineup pitted Mwiri against
second-placed Mukono Parents while St
Johns Kauga had to battle Nyakasura
School. Apart from Mukono Parents, the
other three were part of the semifinal line
up last year.
Defending champions had the tricky
semifinal against Mukono Parents and the
free-scoring team from Jinja could only
score 120 in their 20 overs and Mukono
Parents was mostly in the game during the
chase but they failed to deal with pressure
as Mwiri held their nerves for a marginal
win.

In the other semifinal, St Johns was never

Kakuru the architect with a skillful 60. St

troubled by Nyakasura School as they

Johns go-to man Perry Wazombe was

easily sailed into the final for the second

AWOL in the final losing his wicket for just

year in a row.

four and this deflated the chase with none

The final played on Saturday morning at

of the St Johns batsmen bothering Mwiri.

Lugogo Cricket Oval was a battle between

As soon as the final ended the heavens

two unbeaten sides for the second year in

opened maybe as a blessing and the

a row. Mwiri was chasing an 18th title

scheduled game between the Schools

while St Johns was chasing their maiden

Select side and the Chairman's XI could

title.

not happen.

Unfortunately, the finale didn't live up to

The fans were also able to watch the

the hype as Mwiri easily won their 18th

semifinal and final games via a live stream

title by 65 runs. The defending champions

provided by Deep End Sports Media.

batted first scoring 143/4 in their 25 overs
with Cyrus
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How Soroti Schools Dominated 2019
Girls Schools Cricket Week
Ivan Kakande’s champions have won the

teams in the final, a feat no one thought

coveted Girls’ Schools Cricket Tournament

possible three years ago.

their way – and now celebrate what is

We walked together, worked hard, and

most likely to be the first of many more

executed our plans. It was all about how

championship honors to come their way.

we stayed together and built ourselves

Olila High School and Soroti Light SSS

from the ground up to get to where we are

made it to the finals of the 2019 Girls’

now.

Schools Cricket tournament in spectacular
fashion dumping Gayaza High and

In comparison to last year, the teams

defending Champions Jinja SSS at the

greatly improved, both in the bowling and

semi-final stage to make history for the

batting departments, with every match and

tournament with Olila taking the honors at

never stopped believing in their abilities.

the end.

They both went on to win all their games

Recently crowned Olila High lost to Jinja

in their respective groups, the semi-finals,

SSS in the 2018 edition of the tournament

and set up an all-Soroti final that saw Olila

but coach Ivan Kakande walked away with

High emerge as champions with Soroti

his head held high for he knew it was only

Light putting up one spirited fight till the

a matter of time. Fast forward to 2019 and

very end.

the head coach of the Soroti Cricket
Academy managed to field two
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THE SOROTI CRICKET ACADEMY
FACTOR
The purpose of the academy right from its
inception was to introduce cricket in the
region, as well as teach the game to the
vast numbers of students in the various
schools in and around Soroti. This has
been a major success with the academy
going on to grow and become a one of a
kind force to recon with.
Their story has been one of
accomplishment with the academy
producing two ladies’ teams (Olila High CC
and Soroti Challengers CC), both playing in
division one of the ladies’ national league.
They also have a boys’ team (Soroti Blazers
CC), currently in division three of the
men’s national league.
It is no surprise that the ladies who play
for the clubs are no different from those
playing for their schools. Coupled with the
experience of playing alongside national
team players such as Janet Mbabazi,
Rachael Ntono, Damalie Busingye, Naomi
Kayondo and the skipper Kevin Awino, the
girls have been able to pick a thing or two
from their seniors and embed it to their
schools’ playing styles.
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The success of the academy is not only in
the number of competitive teams they
have in the respective leagues, but in the
hunger to better themselves as individuals,
cricketers and a come to love. Single unit
with a sole purpose of being one of the
best cricketing regions in the country.
It is with such work that Felix Musana and
cohorts that the region is fast developing
into a cricketing powerhouse. The hard
work put into the teams is evident in not
only how both Soroti Light SSS and Olila
High School made it to the finals, but in
how both teams managed to dispose of the
defending champions Jinja SSS with ease.
For Olila High, it was a 23 run victory at
the Ndejje grounds on day one, and for
Soroti Light SS, it was a 6 wicket victory at
the semi-final stage. Both teams fit the
billing of tournament favorites and rightly
so as the final was like no other that
provided much entertainment and awe to
many of the cricket lovers present.
Soroti as a region will continue to grow in
the sport and this is just the beginning of
an era that will see the winds of change
blow from the far east to bring about vast
improvements in the game we have all cme
to love.

U19 Miss Out
On 2020
World Cup
During
Qualifiers in
Namibia
Another talented generation
of the U19’s missed out on
the 2020 U19 World Cup in
South Africa by a mile.
The juniors taking took part
in a winner takes all
tournament in Namibia early
in the year but there was no

The journey ended when home

For Uganda another failed

fortune for them in

side Namibia defeated the

campaign marked the end of a

Windhoek.

youngsters thereby deflating any generation as well, the core of

The round robin format of

hopes of the qualifying for the

that team had been together

the tournament meant that

World. Despite picking up wins

since 2015 and given all their

the top side would earn the

against Sierra Leone, Tanzania

talent they deserved to be at

only ticket to the world cup,

and Kenya the youngsters didn’t

least qualify for one world cup.

with the hosts Namibia,

do enough to earn themselves a

The rebuilding starts for the

Kenya and Uganda the

World Cup ticket.

next qualifiers that are due in

favorites to earn this slot.

While Namibia had an outside

2021.

The other teams at the

chance of nicking it at the death,

tournament included

the luck was with Nigeria who

Tanzania, Sierra Leone and

were well grilled and prepared

Nigeria. There was no room

to take on the African power

for error and once Uganda

houses. Nigeria won all their five

dropped the ball against

games as they earned themselves

Nigeria in a shock 30 run

a ticket to the World Cup for the

defeat despite being 58/2 in

very 1st time.

pursuit of 110.
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SECOND EDITION OF THE SOROTI CRICKET CARNIVAL
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